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Personal Fabrication:
Intellectual Property & Sustainability



intellectual property



anyone remembered recording music 
from the radio to compact cassette?
was this legal or illegal?

<30 sec brainstorming>



in Germany, it was illegal for large parts of the 1970s

at the same time,  
more than 2.4 million recorders were already sold…. 

many people found themselves performing  
copyright violations on a daily basis



before recorders, 
people had to own the physical album in order to listen to the music 
e.g. vinyl record

physical medium that contains music = license to own it



with cassette recorders:
physical medium that contains music != license to own it



1965: german copyright organization  
charged 5 cents per empty cassette
(‘advance compensation for music to be recorded on cassette’)

this was later applied to CDs/DVDs to



but with the internet and sharing digital music online 
the physical medium could no longer be charged…
(there were actually discussions on charging every hard drive you own)



thousands and thousands of  
cease and desist orders going out every month…

so where are we today?



today:
monthly flat-rate fees like Spotify  
seem to have fixed the problem broadly…



true for other types of media as well



Netflix: flatrate for video
Spotify: flatrate for music



GettyImages: flatrate for photos
Netflix: flatrate for video
Spotify: flatrate for music



so how about physical objects?



physical medium = license to own it
traditional product sales:

e.g. Gucci bag



3D scan 
once

3D print  
as many copies as you like

physical medium != license to own it

3D model 
share with others



cost:
$50 material 
$400 design / idea

cost:
$50 material 
$400 design / idea









‘80% of top 3D designers do not share 
their design for fear of theft'

this holds back the 3D printing market…

Gartner predicts that by 2018,  
3D printing will result in the loss of at least 
$100 billion per year 
due to illegally shared content



1) digital rights management:
how to prevent people from distributing a design for free?



steps from 3D model to 3D print:



product company 
creates model

you get the 3D model in .stl, 
slice it locally (create gcode) 
and 3D print it

traditional workflow for getting a 3D design:



problem:
once you have the model, 
you can give it to your friends and 
they can print it too!



solution:
company asks you for your printer model, 
and gives you the machine specific code 
(you never get the 3D model,  
just the instructions on how to execute the layers)

can only be executed 
on the printer model 
you have



additional safety features:
gcode is streamed one command at a time, not downloaded  
(so you would have to implement a listener to steal it) 

similar to streaming music, but same side effects: 
you always have to by connected to the server

add-ons:
encrypted streaming 
embed printer ID, not just type





2) certifying object authenticity:
how to make sure you really get the object you bought?



you think you are buying from company A, 
but somebody interferes without you noticing it and 
gives you their 3D model…

any concerns regarding the product you just acquired? 

<30 sec brainstorming>



digital rights management protects the designer from theft, 
certifying object authenticity protects the customer…

is the object really from the declared source?
does the object function properly? 
(can have dangerous implications)



solution:
designers embed hidden watermarks into the 3D model  
(if sb just replicates the appearance of the model to make it look like the 
original, we can detect this) 

watermarks
e.g. via embedded markers, can be detected with Terahertz scanner 
(both cannot be seen from the outside) 
e.g. print with invisible ink (infrared) 



embed ID of manufacturer:
ensure that part is authentic 

embed ID of customer during printing:
trace back illegal copies





3) transferring a license



3D printing copyright for selling is already hard  
when the seller is the copyright owner (e.g. company) 

but how to sell an object from customer to customer?
-> think ebay, selling used goods



today’s online auction sites:
• adding a product: minutes 
• electronic payment: seconds 
• shipping: …. days,…. weeks…. via physical mail.



1991!
awesome!

http://www.hitechmex.org/self/3D_fax.html

http://www.hitechmex.org/self/3D_fax.html


nope,
it was actually already 
done 22 years ago…



[Carbon 3D]

together with fast 3D printing (e.g. Carbon3D), 
you could deliver within minutes…



<30 sec brainstorming>
do you see any copyright issues  
with the 3D Fax Machine approach for sending objects?



problem:
this creates an illegal copy!
now you have two copies of the product.

mh… wait… so can we make an object disappear on the 
seller side and reappear on the receiver side?



yes, we can!











<30 sec brainstorming>
would you call this teleportation? 
if yes, why. if no, why not?





definitions of teleportation:
1. transport through a wormhole (continuum) 
2. disassemble, transmit info about structure, reassemble





where will this go?



similar to Spotify, Netflix, GettyImages… 
pay once, download as much as you want.

GettyImages: flatrate for photos
Netflix: flatrate for video
Spotify: flatrate for music

XX: flatrate for physical objects?



Thingiverse: flatrate for physical objects? 
(but no payment model yet)



rent a movie… 
rent an object?



will we really all print at home?

I think yes.  
Today there’s already a lot happening  
to bring 3D printing into the product delivery cycle.







copyright issues have existed with all 
types of media:

illegal music copies 
illegal movie copies 
… next is objects….  

product companies are very worried right now.



sustainability
<not part of nanoquiz since it was not lectured>



every access to a new type of media  
came with huge sustainability problems…



 text editing 



 photography

“A wide variety of chemicals are used in black and white photographic processing.  Film 
developing is usually done in closed canisters.  Print processing uses tray processing, with 
successive developing baths, stop baths, fixing baths, and rinse steps.  Other treatments 

include use of hardeners, intensifiers, reducers, toners, and hypo eliminators.”

https://ehs.princeton.edu/health-safety-the-campus-community/art-theater-safety/art-safety/photography

https://ehs.princeton.edu/health-safety-the-campus-community/art-theater-safety/art-safety/photography


but now we have digital screens
for displaying text… 
for displaying photos… 
so we don’t need this anymore.



 objects

but objects need to be  
instantiate in the physical world 
in order to have value



 what will happen if everyone can produce physical objects?



 what will happen if everyone can produce physical objects?



many great things… but also more of this:
huge amounts of material being consumed
and trash being generated



can we reduce the consumption of material per object?
can we recycle?
[…]

there’s not much material out there yet, 
huge space for invention!



1) using material more efficiently







2) recycling



filament extruders:
• old crushed plastic parts in 
• new filament out 
• but: only works a few times, filament becomes brittle



thermoforming 
is reversible

forming a plate, 
then flattening it again, 
then create new plate





• assemble object from voxels, then glue them together 
• easy to recycle: just dissolve the glue

alternative approach:



• magnetic + non-magnetic voxels 
• after dissolve, use magnet to separate





3) patching rather than reprinting









where will this lead?



maybe the main sustainability problem  
are not the objects printed, 
but the 3D printing hardware itself…

rapid advances:
• new materials 
• increased speed 
• higher resolution



same was true in computing… 
tons of electronic waste



a 3D systems stated in his 2014 keynote  
that 3D printing speed for their products on average  
had doubled every 24 months over the last 10 years

Moore’s law for 3D Printing?

consumers will  
trash old machines  
and buy newer ones



modular hardware?
shared fabrication facilities?

huge space for potential innovation  
to get it right this time (hopefully).



end.


